The stable core, an inner model of the form L[S], ∈, S for a simply definable predicate S, was introduced by the first author in [Fri12], where he showed that V is a class forcing extension of its stable core. We study the structural properties of the stable core and its interactions with large cardinals. We show that the GCH can fail at all regular cardinals in the stable core, that the stable core can have a discrete proper class of measurable cardinals, but that measurable cardinals need not be downward absolute to the stable core. Moreover, we show that, if large cardinals exist in V , then the stable core has inner models with a proper class of measurable limits of measurables, with a proper class of measurable limits of measurable limits of measurables, and so forth. We show this by providing a characterization of natural inner models L[C 1 , . . . , Cn] for specially nested class clubs C 1 , . . . , Cn, like those arising in the stable core, generalizing recent results of Welch [Wel19].
Introduction
The first author introduced the inner model stable core while investigating under what circumstances the universe V is a class forcing extension of the inner model HOD, the collection of all hereditarily ordinal definable sets [Fri12, Fri16] . He showed in [Fri12] that there is a robust ∆ 2 -definable class S contained in HOD such that V is a class-forcing extension of the structure L[S], ∈, S , which he called the stable core, by an Ord-cc class partial order P definable from S. Indeed, for any inner model M , V is a P-forcing extension of M [S], ∈, S , so that in particular, since HOD[S] = HOD, V is a P-forcing extension of HOD, ∈, S .
Let's explain the result in more detail for the stable core L[S], noting that exactly the same analysis applies to HOD. The partial order P is definable in L[S], ∈, S and there is a generic filter G, meeting all dense sub-classes of P definable in L[S], ∈, S , such that V = L[S] [G] . All standard forcing theorems hold for P since it has the Ord-cc. Thus, we get that the forcing relation for P is definable in L[S], ∈, S and the forcing extension V, ∈, G |= ZFC. However, this particular generic filter G is not definable in V . To obtain G, we first force with an auxiliary forcing Q to add a particular class F , without adding sets, such that V = L[F ]. We then show that G is definable from F and F is in turn definable in the structure L[S][G], ∈, S, G , so that L[S][G] = V . This gives a formulation of the result as a ZFC-theorem because we can say (using the definitions of P and Q) that it is forced by Q that V = L[F ], where F is V -generic for Q, and (the definition of) Date: October 8, 2019. The first-listed author wishes to acknowledge the support of the Austrian Science Fund (FWF) through Research Projects P28157 and P28420.
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Without the niceness requirement on P that it has the Ord-cc, there is a much easier construction of a class forcing notion P, suggested by Woodin, such that V is a class forcing extension of HOD, ∈, P (see the end of Section 2). At the same time, some additional predicate must be added to HOD in order to realize all of V as a class-forcing extension because, as Hamkins and Reitz observed in [HR17] , it is consistent that V is not a class-forcing extension of HOD. To construct such a counterexample, we suppose that κ is inaccessible in L and force over the Kelley-Morse model L = L κ , ∈, L κ+1 to code the truth predicate of L κ (which is an element of L κ+1 ) into the continuum pattern below κ. The first-order part L κ [G] of this extension cannot be a forcing extension of HOD Lκ[G] = L κ (by the weak homogeneity of the coding forcing), because the truth predicate of L κ is definable there and this can be recovered via the forcing relation.
While the definition of the partial order P is fairly involved, the stability predicate S simply codes the elementarity relations between sufficiently nice initial segments H α (the collection of all sets with transitive closure of size less than α) of V . Given a natural number n ≥ 1, call a cardinal α n-good if it is a strong limit cardinal and H α satisfies Σ n -collection. The predicate S consists of triples (n, α, β) such that n ≥ 1, α and β are n-good cardinals and H α ≺ Σn H β . We will denote by S n the n-th slice of the stability predicate S, namely S n = {(α, β) | (n, α, β) ∈ S}. 1 Clearly the stable core L[S] ⊆ HOD, and the first author showed in [Fri12] that it is consistent that L[S] is smaller than HOD. The stable core has several nice properties which fail for HOD such as that it is partially forcing absolute and, assuming GCH, is preserved by forcing to code the universe into a real [Fri12] .
In order to motivate the many questions which arise about the stable core let us briefly discuss the set-theoretic goals of studying inner models.
The study of canonical inner models has proved to be one of the most fruitful directions of modern set-theoretic research. The canonical inner models, of which Gödel's constructible universe L was the first example, are built bottom-up by a canonical procedure. The resulting fine structure of the models leads to regularity properties, such as the GCH and , and sometimes even absoluteness properties. But all known canonical inner models are incompatible with sufficiently large large cardinals, and indeed each such inner model is very far from the universe in the presence of sufficiently large large cardinals in the sense, for example, that covering fails and the large cardinals are not downward absolute.
The inner model HOD was introduced by Gödel, who showed that in a universe of ZF it is always a model of ZFC. But unlike the constructible universe which also shares this property, HOD has turned out to be highly non-canonical. While L cannot be modified by forcing, HOD can be easily changed by forcing because we can use forcing to code information into HOD. For instance, any subset of the ordinals from V can be made ordinal definable in a set-forcing extension by coding its characteristic function into the continuum pattern, so that it becomes an element of the HOD of the extension. Indeed, by coding all of V into the continuum pattern 1 Here we simplify the definition of S originally given in [Fri12] to make it easier to work with.
We do not claim that the definitions are equivalent, only that, it is not difficult to check that all the results from [Fri12] still hold with the definition given here. of a class-forcing extension, Roguski showed that every universe V is the HOD of one of its class-forcing extensions [Rog90] . Thus, any consistent set-theoretic property, including all known large cardinals, consistently holds in HOD. At the same time, the HOD of a given universe can be very far from it. It is consistent that every measurable cardinal is not even weakly compact in HOD and that a universe can have a supercompact cardinal which is not even weakly compact in HOD [CFH15] . It is also consistent that HOD is wrong about all successor cardinals [CFG15] .
Does the stable core behave more like the canonical inner models or more like HOD? Is there a fine structural version of the stable core, does it satisfy regularity properties such as the GCH? Is there a bound on the large cardinals that are compatible with the stable core? Or, on the other hand, are the large cardinals downward absolute to the stable core? Can we code information into the stable core using forcing?
In this article, we show the following results about the structure of the stable core, which answer some of the aforementioned questions as well as motivate further questions about the structure of the stable core in the presence of sufficiently large large cardinals.
Measurable cardinals are consistent with the stable core. An extension of the coding results shows that the GCH can fail badly in the stable core. Theorem 1.3.
(1) There is a class-forcing extension of L such that in its stable core the GCH fails at every regular cardinal.
(2) There is a class-forcing extension of L[µ] such that in its stable core there is a measurable cardinal and the GCH fails on a tail of regular cardinals.
Measurable cardinals need not be downward absolute to the stable core. Although we don't know whether the stable core can have a measurable limit of measurables, the stable core has inner models with measurable limits of measurables, and much more. Say that a cardinal κ is 1-measurable if it is measurable, and, for n < ω, (n + 1)-measurable if it is measurable and a limit of n-measurable cardinals. Write m # 0 for 0 # and m # n for the minimal mouse which is a sharp for a proper class of n-measurable cardinals, namely, an active mouse M such that the critical point of the top extender is a limit of n-measurable cardinals in M. Here we mean mouse in the sense of [Mit10, Sections 1 and 2], i.e., a mouse has only total measures on its sequence. The mouse m # n can also be construed as a fine structural mouse with both total and partial extenders (see [Zem02] , Section 4).
Theorem 1.5. For all n < ω, if m # n+1 exists, then m # n is in the stable core. Moreover, we obtain the following characterization of natural inner models of the stable core.
Theorem 1.6. Let n < ω and suppose that m # n exists. Then whenever C 1 ⊇ C 2 ⊇ . . . ⊇ C n are class clubs of uncountable cardinals such that for every 1 < i ≤ n and every
then L[C 1 , . . . , C n ] is a hyperclass-forcing extension of a (truncated) iterate of m # n .
Preliminaries
Recall that, for a cardinal α, H α is the collection of all sets x with transitive closure of size less than α. If α is regular, then H α satisfies ZFC − (ZFC without the powerset axiom). But for singular α, H α may fail to satisfy even Σ 2 -collection.
The following proposition is standard.
Proposition 2.1. Suppose α and β are infinite cardinals.
( Proof. Let's prove (1), which is a classical fact attributed to Lévy. Suppose ∃x ϕ(x, a) holds in V , where ϕ(x, a) is a ∆ 0 -formula and a ∈ H α . We can assume without loss that a is transitive. Let X ≺ Σ1 V be a Σ 1 -elementary substructure of size |a| with a ∪ {a} ⊆ X, and let M be the Mostowski collapse of X. Since M is transitive and has size |a|, it is in H α . Also, by elementarity, M satisfies ∃x ϕ(x, a). So there is b ∈ M such that M |= ϕ(b, a). But since M ⊆ H α is transitive and ϕ(x, y) is a ∆ 0 -assertion, it follows that H α satisfies ϕ(b, a) as well.
To prove (2), suppose that ϕ(x, y) is a Σ m -formula and fix a ∈ H α . In V , by collection, there is a set b such that ∀x ∈ a ∃y ∈ b ϕ(x, y). So V satisfies ∃z ∀x ∈ a ∃y ∈ z ϕ(x, y), which is canonically equivalent in V to a Σ m -assertion ψ(a). By the available elementarity, ψ(a) holds in H α , but ψ(a) clearly implies ∃z ∀x ∈ a ∃y ∈ z ϕ(x, y) even in the absence of collection, and so H α has a collecting set for a and ϕ. An analogous argument shows (3).
It follows immediately from Proposition 2.1 (1) that the strong limit cardinals of V are definable in the stable core.
Corollary 2.2. The class of strong limit cardinals of V is definable in the stable core L[S], ∈, S . Indeed, α is a strong limit cardinal if and only if there is a cardinal β such that (α, β) ∈ S 1 .
The stable core can also define, for each n, the class club C n of all strong limit cardinals α such that H α ≺ Σn V . Proposition 2.3. For every n < ω, C n is definable in the stable core.
Proof. The class club C 1 is definable because it is precisely the class of all strong limit cardinals. Let's argue that C 2 is precisely the collection of all α such that for cofinally many β, we have α, β ∈ S 2 . Suppose that α is a strong limit cardinal such that H α ≺ Σ2 V . Then whenever β is a strong limit cardinal and H β ≺ Σ2 V , we have α, β ∈ S 2 since both satisfy Σ 2 -collection by Proposition 2.1 (2). Now suppose that α is a strong limit cardinal such that for cofinally many β, H α ≺ Σ2 H β . We will argue that H α ≺ Σ2 V . Suppose H α |= ∀x ∃y ϕ(x, y, a), where ϕ is ∆ 0 and a ∈ H α . Given a set b, by assumption, there is a β with b ∈ H β such that H α ≺ Σ2 H β . It follows that H β |= ∃yϕ(b, y, a), and hence so does V . A similar argument now shows that each C n is the collection of all α such that for cofinally many β, α, β ∈ S n . holds in H α , ∈, H <α . Both equivalences follow from Proposition 2.1 (1) and the fact that α and β are strong limits. Thus, the complexity of any assertion is reduced by 1.
Proposition 2.5. Suppose 1 ≤ m < ω, α and β are strong limit cardinals, P ∈ H α is a partial order, and G ⊆ P is V -generic. For (1) and (2), suppose additionally that H α |= Σ m -collection.
(1) The Definability Lemma and Truth Lemma for Σ m -formulas hold for P in
Proof. The argument for (1) actually works for all cardinals α and β, not just strong limits. We argue that the standard definition of the forcing relation works in H α . Suppose, for instance, that H α satisfies p σ = τ for P-names σ, τ ∈ H α and let H ⊆ P be V -generic with p ∈ H. The relation p σ = τ is a Σ 1 -assertion stating that a tree exists witnessing the recursive definition of σ = τ in terms of names of lower rank (in fact, the assertion is ∆ 1 because we can say "for every tree obeying the recursive definition..."). So by Σ 1 -elementarity, p σ = τ holds in V , and hence σ H = τ H . Conversely, suppose that σ H = τ H for some V -generic filter H ⊆ P. Then there is p ∈ H such that p σ = τ , and hence, by Σ 1 -elementarity, p σ = τ holds in H α as well. The remainder of the argument is by induction on the complexity of formulas. For instance, let's argue for negations. Suppose that the standard definition of the forcing relation holds in H α for a formula ϕ. By definition of the forcing relation, p ¬ϕ if for every q ≤ p, q does not force ϕ, but clearly this holds in H α if and only if it holds V provided that they agree on what it means for q to force ϕ, which is the inductive assumption.
The argument that the definition of the forcing relation for a Σ m -formula is itself Σ m is also standard. The collection assumption is required to make sure that a formula is equivalent to its normal form where all the bounded quantifiers are pushed to the back. The argument above already shows that for formulae of the form "σ = τ " the forcing relation is ∆ 1 . Let's argue for instance that for ∆ 0formulas, the complexity of the forcing relation is ∆ 1 . Say p ∃x ∈ σ ϕ(x, σ), where ϕ(x, y) is a ∆ 0 -formula and by induction q ϕ(x, y) is a ∆ 1 -relation. Then p ∃x ∈ σ ϕ(x, σ) holds if and only if for every q ≤ p, there is r ≤ q and τ ∈ dom(σ) such that r ϕ(τ, σ), and of course, quantification over elements of P is obviously bounded. Now let's prove (2). We start with the forward direction, which is standard.
and similarly for H β . If a Σ m -assertion ϕ holds in H α [G], then there is some p ∈ G such that p ϕ holds in H α , which is also a Σ m -assertion by (1), and so p ϕ holds in H β , meaning that H β [G] satisfies ϕ.
Next, let's prove the backward direction.
. The argument for m = 1 is trivial since if α and β are cardinals in V [G], then they are also obviously cardinals in V , and so the result follows by Proposition 2.1 (1). So suppose that m ≥ 2. Since P ∈ H α , α remains a strong limit in V [G]. Thus,
The existence of such a hierarchy suffices for the standard ∆ 2 -definition of the ground model in a forcing extension (due independently to Woodin [Woo04] and Laver [Lav07] ) to go through, so that
. Now suppose that H α satisfies a Σ m -assertion ϕ(x, a), and let ϕ * (x, a) be the equivalent Σ m−1 -assertion which holds in H α , ∈,
Thus, H β [G], ∈, (H <β ) V [G] satisfies ϕ * * (x, a), and therefore ϕ * (x, a) holds in H β , ∈, H <β . So finally, ϕ(x, a) holds in H β .
Finally, let's prove (3). Again, we start with the standard forward direction. Suppose that H α satisfies Σ m -collection. Let ϕ(x, y) and a be such that
So there is some p ∈ G and a nameȧ for a such that p ∀x ∈ȧ ∃y ϕ(x, y). Fix a name σ ∈ domȧ and apply Σ m -collection in H α to the statement ∀q ≤ p ∃y (q σ ∈ȧ → q ϕ(σ, y)) to obtain a collecting set y σ . Next, apply Σ m -collection in H α , to the statement ∀x ∈ domȧ ∃z ∃q ≤ p (q x ∈ȧ → ∃y ∈ z q ϕ(x, y)), which holds by the previous step because y x witnesses it for x, to obtain a collecting set B. We can assume without loss that B consists only of P-names and letḃ = {(y, p) | y ∈ B}. It is not difficult to see thatḃ G gives the collecting set in H α [G].
For the backward direction, assume that H α [G] satisfies Σ m -collection and let ϕ(x, y) and a be such that H α satisfies ∀x ∈ a ∃y ϕ(x, y). Again, the case m = 1 is trivial since cardinals are downward absolute, so we can assume m ≥ 2 and use the ∆ 1 -definability of H α , ∈,
. Thus, we can apply Σ m -collection in H α [G] to obtain a set b collecting witnesses for ϕ(x, y). Since P can be assumed to have size less than α, we can cover b ∩ V with a setb of size less than α in V . Sob ∈ H α .
It follows from Proposition 2.5 (2) and (3) that only an initial segment of the stability predicate can be changed by set forcing. So the stable core is at least partially forcing absolute.
Corollary 2.6. If P ∈ H γ is a forcing notion and G ⊆ P is V -generic, then (n, α, β) ∈ S if and only if (n, α, β) ∈ S V [G] for all α, β ≥ γ. So, in particular, S and S V [G] agree above the size of the forcing.
Next, let's give an argument that consistently the stable core can be a proper submodel of HOD. The fact follows from results in [Fri12] , but here we give a simplified argument suggested to the second author by Woodin.
Proposition 2.7. It is consistent that L[S] HOD.
Proof. Start in L and force to add a Cohen real r. Next, force to code r into the continuum pattern on the ℵ n 's and let H be L[r]-generic for the coding forcing P (the full support ω-length product forcing on coordinate n with Add(ℵ n , ℵ n+2 ) whenever n ∈ r and with trivial forcing otherwise). Observe that HOD L[r][H] = L[r] because it has r, which the forcing P made definable, and it must be contained in L[r] because P is weakly homogeneous. We would like to argue that the stable core of L[r][H] is L. By Corollary 2.6, the stable core of L[r] is L. So it remains to argue that forcing with P does not change the stable core. The forcing P preserves cardinals, so the strong limit cardinals of L[r] are the same as in L[r][H]. By Corollary 2.6, only triples (n, ℵ ω , γ) with n ≥ 2 in S can be affected by P. But for n ≥ 2, (n, ℵ ω , γ) can never make it into any stability predicate because H ℵω believes that there are no limit cardinals and H γ sees ℵ ω .
We end the section with a brief description of a class forcing notion P making no use of the stability predicate such that V is a class generic extension of HOD, ∈, P (this possibility was first suggested by Woodin). Conditions in P are triples (α, ϕ, γ), where α < γ are ordinals, ϕ is a formula with ordinal parameters below γ which defines in V γ a non-empty subset X(α, ϕ, γ) of P (α). The ordering is given by (α * , ϕ * , γ * ) ≤ (α, ϕ, γ) whenever α ≤ α * and for all y ∈ X(α * , ϕ * , γ * ), y ∩ α ∈ X(α, ϕ, γ). It is not difficult to see that if A is an Ord-Cohen generic class of ordinals, then the collection
Unlike the forcing in [Fri12] , P does not have the Ord-cc.
Coding into the stable core over L
We will argue that any set added generically over L can be coded into the stable core of a further forcing extension. It is easiest to code into the strong limit cardinals (because these are always definable in the stable core), but we will show that we can actually code into any m-th slice S m of the stability predicate.
Proof. We can assume via coding that G ⊆ κ for some cardinal κ. Also, since P is a set forcing, GCH holds on a tail of the cardinals in L[G], and so on a tail, the strong limit cardinals coincide with the limit cardinals. Also, on a tail, S L agrees with S L[G] by Corollary 2.6.
We work in L. High above κ, we will define a sequence (
] can construct L, it will have the sequence of the coding pairs as well as S L m , so that all the information put together will allow it to recover G. Call a strong limit cardinal α m-stable if H α ≺ Σm L. Observe that there is a proper class of m-stable cardinals and if α and β are both m-stable, then the pair (α, β) ∈ S L m . Let δ 0 be the least strong limit cardinal above κ. Let β 0 be the least m-stable cardinal above δ 0 of cofinality δ + 0 and let β * 0 be the least m-stable cardinal above β 0 . Now supposing we have defined the pairs (β η , β * η ) of m-stable cardinals for all η < ξ, let δ ξ be the supremum of the β * η for η < ξ, let β ξ be the least m-stable cardinal above δ ξ of cofinality δ + ξ and let β * ξ be the least m-stable cardinal above β ξ . In particular, β ξ > δ + ξ since, by m-stability, β ξ is a strong limit cardinal. Note that the sequence (β ξ , β * ξ ) | ξ < κ is Σ m+1 -definable over L. Note also that β η < β * η < β ξ < β * ξ for all η < ξ < κ and for limit λ < κ, β λ > ξ<λ β ξ , so that the sequence of the β ξ will be purposefully discontinuous. Since the forcing P is small relative to δ 0 , by Corollary 2.6, the coding pairs
Let's check that C collapses the minimum number of cardinals, namely C collapses a cardinal δ if and only if there is a non-trivial forcing stage ξ such that
where the second part is <δ + ξ -closed (using full support), and so cannot collapse any cardinals ≤ δ + ξ . Observe next that the forcing Coll(δ + ξ , β ξ ) has size β δ ξ ξ = β ξ because cf(β ξ ) > δ ξ by our choice of β ξ , and so cannot collapse any cardinal ≥ β + ξ . It follows that the forcing C cannot collapse any δ ∈ (β ξ , δ + ξ+1 ]. It remains to show that δ λ and δ + λ for a limit λ are preserved. By what we already showed, δ λ is a limit of cardinals in the forcing extension, and therefore remains a cardinal. Also, by what we already showed, if δ + λ is collapsed, then it must be collapsed to δ λ . Suppose this happens and fix a bijection f : δ λ → δ + λ in the forcing extension. We can let f = ξ<λ f ξ , where f ξ : γ ξ → δ + λ and the γ ξ are cofinal in δ λ . Each function f ξ must be added by some initial segment of Π ξ<λ C ξ by closure, and therefore its range must be bounded in δ + λ . Now build a descending sequence of conditions p ξ | ξ < λ in Π ξ<λ C ξ such that p ξ decides the bound on the range of f ξ . But then any condition p below the entire sequence forces that f is bounded in δ + λ , which is the desired contradiction.
By the following claim, the forcing C also preserves GCH where the coding forcing takes place, so the strong limit cardinals of L[G][H] are precisely the limit cardinals there. Proof. By closure, it is clear that whereever the GCH held below δ + 0 , it will continue to hold. Since G ⊆ κ, GCH holds in L[G] above δ 0 .
If there is trivial forcing at stage 0, then the GCH holds at
Recall that Coll(δ + 0 , β 0 ) has size β 0 so that there are β + 0 -many nice names for subsets of δ + 0 (and of course in
), which shows that the GCH holds at δ + 0 in L[G][H] in this case as well. Now suppose inductively that the GCH holds up to some cardinal ρ. If ρ = δ + ξ for a successor ordinal ξ, we repeat the argument for ξ = 0. If δ + ξ < ρ < δ + ξ+1 and there was non-trivial forcing at stage ξ, then β ξ < ρ < δ + ξ+1 , and so the GCH continues to hold because the initial forcing is small relative to ρ and the tail forcing is closed. Next, suppose ρ = δ + λ for a limit cardinal λ < κ. Since λ is a limit, the initial segment forcing Π ξ<λ C ξ has size at most δ + λ . This means that there are (δ + λ ) +many nice-names for subsets of δ + λ , so that the GCH holds at ρ = δ + λ . Finally,
LetḂ be any name for the sequence A ξ | ξ < λ and p ∈ H be a condition forcing thatḂ is a sequence of the right form. Below p , we build a descending sequence p ξ for ξ < λ of conditions deciding thatḂ(ξ) =ḟ −1 ξ (γ ξ ) for some fixed γ ξ < δ λ . By closure, there is some p below the entire sequence. So by density, there is some such p ∈ H. It follows that there are at most as many subsets of δ λ in the extension as there are functions f : λ → δ λ in the ground model, and there are δ + λ -many such functions.
Now we will argue that the pair (β ξ , β * ξ ) belongs in S , it follows that β ξ and β * ξ are limit cardinals there. Let C small = Π η<ξ C η and C tail = Π ξ<η<κ C η , and note that since there is no forcing at stage ξ, C factors as C small × C tail . Let H small × H tail be the corresponding factoring of the generic filter H.
satisfies Σ m -collection and by Proposition 2.5 (2),
It follows from Theorem 3.1 that (consistently) the stable core is not a finestructural or in any sense canonical inner model. Among the numerous corollaries of Theorem 3.1 are the following. (1) The GCH can fail on an arbitrarily large initial segment of the regular cardinals in the stable core.
(2) An arbitrarily large ordinal of L can be countable in the stable core.
(3) MA + ¬CH can hold in the stable core.
Proof. For (1), we force over L to violate the GCH on an initial segment of the regular cardinals, and then code all the subsets we add into the stable core of the forcing extension by the coding forcing C. For (2), we force over L to collapse the ordinal, and then code the collapsing map into the stable core of the forcing extension by the coding forcing C. For (3), we force Martin's Axiom with 2 ω = κ to hold over L, and let L[G] be the forcing extension. We then code the G into the stable core of the forcing extension high above κ. Any partial order P on κ in the stable core of the coding extension already exists in L[G] and therefore G will have added a partial generic filter for it.
Theorem 3.3. It is consistent that the GCH fails at all regular cardinals in the stable core.
Proof. The idea will be to force the GCH to fail at all regular cardinals over L, and then use Ord-many coding pairs to code all the added subsets into the stable core of a forcing extension. In this argument, we will code into the limit cardinals by using generalized Cohen forcing instead of the collapse forcing.
In L, let P be the Easton support Ord-length product forcing with Add(κ, κ ++ ) at every regular cardinal κ, and let G ⊆ P be L-generic. Standard arguments show that in L[G], 2 κ = κ ++ for every regular cardinal κ, while the GCH continues to hold at singular cardinals (see, for example, [Jec03] ). Since L[G], ∈, G has a definable global well-order, we can assume via coding that G ⊆ Ord (and define the coding forcing in this expanded structure).
We first work in L. Let δ 0 be the least strong limit cardinal. Above δ 0 , we will define a sequence (β ξ , β * ξ ) | ξ ∈ Ord of coding pairs of strong limit cardinals. Let β 0 < β * 0 be the next two strong limit cardinals above δ 0 . Now supposing we have defined the pairs (β η , β * η ) of strong limit cardinals for all η < ξ, let δ ξ be the supremum of the β * η for η < ξ and let β ξ < β * ξ be the next two strong limit cardinals above δ ξ . Observe that every strong limit cardinal of L remains a strong limit in L[G], and so in particular, the elements β ξ and β * ξ of the coding pairs are strong limits in L[G].
For each ordinal ξ, let C ξ be the following forcing. If ξ ∈ G, then C ξ is the trivial forcing. So suppose that ξ / ∈ G. If δ ξ is singular, we let C ξ = Add(δ + ξ , β ξ ) (the partial order to add β ξ -many Cohen subsets to δ + ξ with bounded conditions), and otherwise, we let C ξ = Add(δ ξ , β ξ ). Let's argue that all forcing notions C ξ are cardinal preserving. If δ ξ is singular, then GCH holds at δ ξ , and therefore Add(δ + ξ , β ξ ) has the (2 <δ + ξ ) + = (2 δ ξ ) + = δ ++ ξ chain condition, which means that it preserves all cardinals. If δ ξ is regular, then it is inaccessible because it is always a limit cardinal, and therefore Add(δ ξ , β ξ ) preserves all cardinals. Obviously, every non-trivial forcing C ξ destroys the strong limit property of β ξ in the forcing extension.
Let C be the Ord-length Easton support product Π ξ∈Ord C ξ . Let's argue that the forcing notion C is also cardinal preserving. Observe first that if δ ξ is singular, then the initial segment Π η<ξ C η has size δ
is a cardinal, then it remains a cardinal in the forcing extension by C because by previous calculations, the initial segment Π η<ξ C η × C ξ cannot collapse γ, and the tail forcing is highly closed. Cardinals of the form δ ξ+1 cannot be collapsed because the successor stage forcings are cardinal preserving. It remains to consider cardinals of the form δ λ and δ + λ for a limit cardinal λ. By what we already showed, δ λ is a limit of cardinals in the forcing extension, and hence must be a cardinal itself. If δ λ is regular, then it is inaccessible, and hence the initial segment Π ξ<λ C ξ is too small to collapse δ + λ . So suppose that δ λ is singular with cof(δ λ ) = µ < δ λ . By regrouping the product, we can view the forcing Π ξ<λ C ξ as a product of length µ, which is <µ-closed on a tail. Thus, an analogous argument to the one given in the proof of Theorem 3.1 shows that δ + λ cannot be collapsed to δ λ in this case, completing the proof that C is cardinal preserving. In particular, this implies that GCH continues to fail at all regular cardinals in any forcing extension by C.
Let H ⊆ C be L[G]-generic. For each ξ ∈ Ord, we can factor C as the product Π η<ξ C η ×Π ξ≤η C η , where the tail forcing Π ξ≤η C η is <δ ξ -closed since we used Easton support. Note that since C is a progressively closed class product, it preserves ZFC to the forcing extension L[G][H].
Suppose ξ < κ is a trivial stage of forcing in C. Let C small = Π η<ξ C η and C tail = Π ξ<η C η . The forcing C small has size at most δ + ξ , and therefore cannot destroy the strong limit property of β ξ and β * ξ , and neither can C tail , which is <β * ξ -closed. It follows that β ξ and β * ξ remain strong limits in L[G][H]. Let's see what it would take to code subsets added by G into the m-th slice S m of the stability predicate. The main problem is that if α is a singular cardinal, then P α has unbounded support in α, and therefore P α is not a class forcing over H α , which prevents us from using standard lifting arguments to go from
. The construction would go through for m, if we assume that L has a proper class of inaccessible cardinals α such that H L α ≺ Σm+1 L. The class forcing P is ∆ 2 -definable, so the forcing relation for Σ m -formulas is Σ m+1 -definable. Using this, we can argue that if
Finally, let's note that if we only wanted the GCH to fail cofinally, then we could force in a single step to add κ ++ -many subsets to some κ, followed by the forcing to code the sets into the stable core, and do this for cofinally many cardinals, spacing them out enough to prevent interference. We adapt techniques of [KMV] to show that if there is a measurable cardinal, then, for every m ≥ 1,
showing that the stable core can have a measurable cardinal. Indeed, we improve this result to show that the stable core can have a discrete proper class of measurable cardinals.
Let's start with the following easy proposition showing that if 0 # exists, then it is in the stable core. Proof. Every L[S m ] has many increasing ω-sequences of V -cardinals, so fix some such sequence α n | n < ω . We have that ϕ(x 0 , . . . , x n−1 ) ∈ 0 # if and only if L αn |= ϕ(α 0 , . . . , α n−1 ). The proof of this theorem uses techniques from the proof of Kunen's Uniqueness Theorem ([Kun68] and [Kun70] , for a modern account, see for example [Jec03, Theorem 19 .14]) and is following the idea of Theorem 9.1 in [KMV] .
Proof of Theorem 4.2. We will first argue that for some sufficiently large λ, the normal measure µ λ on the λ-th iterated ultrapower of L[µ] by µ is in L[S m ], and then find in L[S m ] an elementary substructure of size (κ + ) V of an initial segment L θ [µ λ ] of the iterate that will collapse to Lθ[µ].
We can assume that µ ∈ L[µ]. We work in V and fix m ≥ 1. Let λ κ + be a strong limit cardinal with unboundedly many α such that (α, λ) ∈ S m . Let j λ : L[µ] → L[µ λ ] be the embedding given by the λ-th iterated ultrapower of L[µ] by µ, so that in L[µ λ ], µ λ is a normal measure on the cardinal λ = j λ (κ) (by [Kan09, Corollary 19 .7], for all cardinals λ > κ + , the λ-th element of the critical sequence is λ). Let κ ξ | ξ < λ be the critical sequence of the iteration by µ. Finally, let F denote the filter generated by the tails
First, let's argue that µ λ ⊆ F. Suppose X ∈ µ λ . Then there must be a ζ < λ such that {κ ξ | ζ ≤ ξ < λ} ⊆ X (see [Kan09, Lemma 19 .5]). As κ η = η for every sufficiently large cardinal η < λ ([Kan09, Corollary 19.7]), it follows that {η < λ | ζ ≤ η and η is a cardinal} ⊆ X for some ζ < λ. In particular, A ζ ⊆ X, and thus X ∈ F. But now since µ λ is an ultrafilter in L[µ λ ] and F is a filter, it follows that
Now we will define in L[S m ], a sequence of length (κ + ) V whose elements will generate the desired elementary substructure. Recall that if η is a strong limit cardinal of cofinality greater than κ and moreover η > λ (the length of the iteration), then j λ (η) = η (see [Kan09, Corollary 19 .7]). Let λ * λ be a strong limit cardinal of cofinality greater than
Inductively, let η ξ+1 be the (κ + ) V -th element of S λ * m above η ξ and η δ = ξ<δ η ξ for limit ordinals The following result shows that this argument with one club C cannot be pushed further to show that stronger large cardinals are in the stable core. Given a club C, we will denote byĈ, the collection of all successor elements of C together with its least element.
Theorem 4.4 ([Wel19]). Suppose that C is a class club of uncountable cardinals. Then there is an Ord-length iteration of the mouse m # 1 such that in the direct limit model M C (truncated at Ord), the measurable cardinals are precisely the elements ofĈ.
Proof. Letκ be the critical point of the top measure of m # 1 . Let α ξ | ξ ∈ Ord be the increasing enumeration of C.
Iterate the first measurable cardinal κ 0 of m # 1 α 0 -many times, so that κ 0 iterates to α 0 , and let M α0 be the iterate. Since m # 1 is countable, M α0 has cardinality α 0 , and hence the critical point of the top measureκ α0 , the image ofκ in M α0 , is below α 1 . In particular, the next measurable cardinal κ 1 above α 0 in M α0 is below α 1 and we can iterate it to α 1 by iterating it α 1 -many times. Repeat this for all successor ordinals ξ and take direct limits along the iteration embeddings at limit stages with the following exception.
Suppose we have carried out the construction for a limit ξ-many steps resulting in the model M ξ , whereκ ξ is the critical point of the top measure, in which the measurable cardinals limit up toκ ξ . In this case, we must have ξ = α ξ . When this happens we have run out of room and don't have a measurable cardinal to iterate to the next element α ξ+1 ofĈ. To make more space, in the next step, we iterate up the top measure to obtain the model M ξ+1 with more measurable cardinals. By cardinality considerations, the critical pointκ ξ+1 of the top measure is obviously below α ξ+1 . Hence, we can continue the construction, iterating the least measurable cardinal κ ξ+1 above ξ in M ξ+1 to α ξ+1 .
Let M be the resulting model obtained as the direct limit along the iteration embeddings and let M C be M truncated at Ord, which is the cardinal on which the top measure of M lives. The construction ensures that we hit every element of C along the way, so that the measurable cardinals in M C are exactly the elementŝ C.
A more elaborate version of this iteration argument is going to be used in Section 6 to generalize the results of [Wel19] to a finite number of specially nested clubs. 
In the last section of the article we will show that, unlike L[Card], the stable core, given sufficiently large large cardinals, can have inner models with a proper class of n-measurable cardinals for any n < ω.
Now we can say more precisely what Welch showed about the model L[Card] in [Wel19] . Let M C , for the class club C of limit cardinals, be the iterate of m Note that in this construction we iterated the measurable cardinals to elements ofĈ, where C is the club of limit cardinals, instead of to all successor cardinals, because we need to have enough cardinals in between to be able to use them to define the measures in U , so that L[ U ] is contained in L[C]. If on the other hand, we iterate the measurable cardinals to all successor cardinals, then we can get an inclusion in the other direction: L[C] is contained in the iterate M C .
We will now generalize the result that the stable core of L[µ] is equal to L[µ] to show that if U is a discrete proper class of normal measures, then stable core of L[ U ] is L[ U ]. It follows that the stable core can have a proper class of measurable cardinals. Then K * is the Ord-length iterate of some mouse 2 M which appears after the last drop on the K-side of the coiteration such that K * is the result of hitting a measure on some κ in M and its images (truncated at Ord). The successive images of κ form a V -definable club D 0 of ordinals which are regular cardinals in K * . The K 0 -side of the coiteration does not drop, so there is an iteration map π 0 : K 0 → K * and the ordinals α such that π 0 " α ⊆ α form a V -definable club D 1 . Let D = D 0 ∩ D 1 . Note that the iteration of K 0 has set-length, since the measures on the K-side, and therefore also those on the K 0 -side, are bounded by the measurable κ which is sent to Ord on the K-side of the iteration (by the discreteness of the measure sequence). It follows that for some δ, all elements of D of cofinality at least δ are fixed by the iteration map π 0 .
Let n < ω be large enough such that D is Σ n -definable in V . Recall from Proposition 2.3 that the class club C n consisting of all strong limit β such that H β ≺ Σn V is definable from S. Let β ∈ C n be sufficiently large. In V , D is cofinal in Ord. Therefore, in H β , D ∩ H β is cofinal in β, and hence β ∈ D. So a tail of C n is contained in D and there is a δ-sequence of adjacent elements of C n contained in D such that its limit λ is singular of uncountable cofinality in L[S]. But λ ∈ D and all elements of D are regular in K * . As π 0 (λ) = λ, λ is also regular in K 0 , contradicting the covering lemma for sequences of measures in L[S] (see [Mit84] and [Mit87] ).
Case 2. The K 0 -side of the coiteration drops.
Let N be the model on the K 0 -side of the coiteration after the last drop. Then N ∩ Ord < Ord, but the coiteration of N and an iterate K of K results in the common proper class iterate K * . The iteration from K to K is non-dropping and hence K is universal. But this contradicts the fact that the coiteration of N and K does not terminate after set-many steps.
Case 3. Both sides of the coiteration do not drop, i.e., there are elementary embeddings π 0 : K 0 → K * and π : K → K * .
As K * , and hence K 0 , has a proper class discrete sequence of measures it is universal in V = L[ U ]. Therefore, in fact, K 0 = K * by the proof of Theorem 7.4.8 in [Zem02] . Finally, we argue that K cannot move in the iteration to K 0 . Suppose this is not the case and let U on κ be the first measure that is used. Let κ * be the image of κ in K 0 . For some large enough n < ω, C n can define a proper class C * of fixed points of π as follows. There is a V -definable club C of ordinals α such that π "α ⊆ α. As in Case 1, a tail of C n is contained in C. Let β ∈ C n be an arbitrary element of that tail and let γ be the ω-th element of C n above β. Then γ is a closure point of π and cf(γ) = ω in V and hence in K, since the universes of V and K agree. So the iteration map is continuous at γ and therefore π(γ) = γ.
LetK 0 be the transitive collapse of Hull K0 (κ∪{κ * }∪C * ). ThenK 0 has a proper class of measurable cardinals including κ. In particular,K 0 is a universal weasel, and hence an iterate of K, where the first measure used in the iteration has critical point above κ. ThereforeK 0 and hence L[S] and K 0 contain the measure U on κ, contradicting the fact that this measure was used in the iteration.
Therefore, we obtain that K 0 = K. As L[ U ] can be reconstructed from K it follows that L[S] = L[ U ].
The arguments of Section 3 generalize directly to coding sets added generically over L[µ] into the stable core of a further forcing extension. If the forcing adding the generic sets is either small relative to the measurable cardinal κ of L[µ] or ≤ κ-closed, and the coding is done high above κ, then the stable core of the coding extension will continue to think that κ is measurable. Theorem 4.8. It is consistent that the stable core has a measurable cardinal above which the GCH fails at all regular cardinals.
Measurable cardinals are not downward absolute to the Stable Core
In this section, we show that it is consistent that measurable cardinals are not downward absolute to the stable core. We will use a modification of Kunen's classical argument that weakly compact cardinals are not downward absolute [Kun78] .
Theorem 5.1. Measurable cardinals are not downward absolute to the stable core. Indeed, it is possible to have a measurable cardinal in V which is not even weakly compact in the stable core.
, where µ is a normal measure on a measurable cardinal κ.
Let P κ be the Easton support iteration of length κ forcing with Add(α, 1) at every stage α such that α is a regular cardinal in V Pα . It is a standard fact that whenever GCH holds, which is the case in V = L[µ], P κ preserves all cardinals, cofinalities, and the GCH (see, for example, [Cum10] ). Let G ⊆ P κ be V -generic. In V [G], let Q be the forcing to add a homogeneous κ-Souslin tree and let T be the V [G]-generic tree added by Q (the forcing originally appeared in [Kun78] and a more modern version is written up in [GW11] ). In V [G][T ], let C be the forcing, as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 for the case m = 1, to code T , using the strong limit cardinals, into the stable core of a forcing extension high above κ and let H ⊆ C be
[H], we force with T to add a branch to it, and let b ⊆ T be a V [G][T ][H]-generic branch of T . Note that, as a notion of forcing, T is <κ-distributive and κ-cc. As Kunen showed, the combined forcing Q * Ṫ , whereṪ is the canonical name for T , has a <κ-closed dense subset, and therefore is forcing equivalent to Add(κ, 1) [Kun78] . Thus, the iteration P κ * Q * Ṫ is forcing equivalent to P κ * Add(κ, 1).
Obviously . We will argue that the stable core of W [b] is the same as the stable core of W , so that κ is not weakly compact there.
Note, using Claim 1 in the proof of Theorem 3.1, that all forcing extensions in this argument satisfy the GCH. Observe now that since W and W [b] have the same cardinals (since forcing with T is <κ-distributive and κ-cc), and the GCH holds in both models, they have the same strong limit cardinals (namely the limit cardinals). Thus, we have that
. The remaining arguments will therefore assume that n ≥ 2 in the triple (n, α, β).
It is easy to see that for α < β ≤ κ, a triple (α, β, n) ∈ S W if and only if it is in S W [b] because forcing with the tree T does not add small subsets to κ.
The case κ < α < β follows by Proposition 2.5 because α is above the size of the forcing T .
Finally, we consider the remaining case α ≤ κ < β. Observe that for every strong limit cardinal α < κ, H W α satisfies the assertion that for every successor cardinal γ + , there is an L α [H γ + ]-generic filter for Add(γ + , 1) Lα[H γ + ] . The reason is that H
, where we factor P κ ∼ = P γ * P tail and correspondingly factor G ∼ = G γ * G tail . The complexity of the assertion is Π 2 because we can express it as follows: Finally, we would like to consider the possible relationships between the stable core L[S] and the model L[Card].
Even though the stable core can define the class of strong limit cardinals of V , there is no reason to believe that it can see the cardinals. Indeed, it is even possible to make L[Card] larger than the stable core. Proof. We start in L. Force to add an L-generic Cohen real r. Next, force with the full support product P = Π k<ω Q k , where if k ∈ r, then Q k = Coll(ℵ 2k , ℵ 2k+1 ), and otherwise Q k is the trivial forcing. The forcing P codes r into the cardinals ] = L remains unchanged because we preserved the strong limit cardinals, and for the slices S n of the stable core with n ≥ 2, it suffices that the forcing has size smaller than the second strong limit cardinal. Proof. We start in L and force to add a Cohen real r. We then code r into the stable core of a further forcing extension using the coding forcing from the proof of Theorem 3.3. More precisely, we let δ 0 be any sufficiently large singular strong limit cardinal, and let (β n , β * n ) | n < ω be the sequence of ω-many pairs of successive strong limit cardinals above δ 0 (note that they must all be singular), which will be our coding pairs. Now define that C n is trivial for n ∈ r, and otherwise let C n = Add(δ + n , β n ), where δ n = β * n−1 for n > 0. By the arguments given in the proof of Theorem 3.3, the full support forcing C = Π n<ω C n is cardinal preserving. Let Given a class A, we will say that a cardinal γ is Σ n -stable relative to A if H γ , ∈, A ≺ Σn V, ∈, A . We will say that a class B is Σ n -stable relative to A if every γ ∈ B is Σ n -stable relative to A. Let us say that a cardinal is strictly n-measurable if it is n-measurable, but not n + 1-measurable. Theorem 6.4. Suppose that C 1 ⊇ C 2 are class clubs of uncountable cardinals such that C 2 is Σ 1 -stable relative to C 1 . Then there is an Ord-length iteration of the mouse m # 2 such that in the direct limit model M C1,C2 (truncated at Ord) the strictly 1-measurable cardinals are precisely the elements ofĈ 1 and the 2-measurable cardinals are precisely the elements ofĈ 2 .
Proof. Let C 1 = α ξ | ξ ∈ Ord and let γ ξ | ξ ∈ Ord be a sequence such that α γ ξ is the ξ-th element of C 2 in the enumeration of C 2 . The iteration will closely resemble the iteration from the proof of Theorem 4.4.
Iterate the first measurable cardinal κ 0 of m # 2 α 0 -many times, so that κ 0 iterates to α 0 , and let M α0 be the iterate. Continue to iterate measurable cardinals onto elements ofĈ 1 until we reach for the first time a direct limit stage η 0 where in the model M η0 all measurable cardinals below the first 2-measurable cardinal are elements ofĈ 1 . It is not difficult to see that η 0 is the first cardinal such that η 0 = α η0 , the η 0 -th element of C 1 , and that in M η0 , η 0 is the first 2-measurable cardinal. Since C 2 is Σ 1 -stable relative to C 1 , η 0 must be below the first element of C 2 . To achieve our goal of making the least 2-measurable the least element of C 2 , at this stage, we iterate up η 0 to obtain a model M η0+1 with more strictly 1-measurable cardinals and continue iterating measurable cardinals onto elements ofĈ 1 . Let η ξ be the ξ-th stage where we iterate up the first 2-measurable cardinal η ξ as above. Since α γ0 , the least element of C 2 , is Σ 1 -stable relative to C 1 , it must be that η ξ < α γ0 for every ξ < α γ0 as every iteration of a shorter length β < α γ0 (of the kind we have been doing) has to be an element of H αγ 0 by Σ 1 -elementarity. We would like to argue that the thread t in the stage α γ0 direct limit such that t(ξ) is the first 2-measurable cardinal maps to α γ0 as desired. It suffices to observe that every ordinal thread s below t must be constant from some stage onward. So suppose that s < t, which by definition of direct limit means that on a tail of stages ξ, s(ξ) < t(ξ). Fix some such ξ in the tail and consider a stage ηξ > ξ where we have s(ηξ) < t(ηξ) = ηξ. Here the equality holds by elementarity as ηξ is the first 2-measurable cardinal in M ηξ . Since the critical points of the iteration after this stage are above ηξ, the thread s remains constant from that point onward.
Thus, α γ0 must be the first 2-measurable cardinal in the direct limit model M αγ 0 . Having correctly positioned the first 2-measurable cardinal, we proceed with iterating the strictly 1-measurable cardinals onto elements ofĈ 1 below the next element of C 2 . As in the proof of Theorem 4.4, it will be the case that at some limit stages in C 2 , we will need to use the top measure of m # 2 to create more room for the iteration to proceed.
Let M be the resulting model obtained as the direct limit along the iteration embeddings and let M C1,C2 be M truncated at Ord. The construction ensures that the strictly 1-measurable cardinals of M C1,C2 are precisely the elements ofĈ 1 and 2-measurable cardinals of M C1,C2 are precisely the elements ofĈ 2 .
Given a club C, let C * denote the club of all limit points of C. Next, let's argue that if C 1 and C 2 are clubs as above, then M C * Theorems 6.4 and 6.5 easily generalize to n nested clubs C 1 , . . . , C n such that C i is Σ 1 -stable relative to C 1 , . . . , C i−1 for all 1 < i ≤ n.
Theorem 6.6. Suppose that C 1 ⊇ C 2 ⊇ · · · ⊇ C n are class clubs of uncountable cardinals such that C i is Σ 1 -stable relative to C 1 , . . . , C i−1 for all 1 < i ≤ n. Then there is an Ord-length iteration of the mouse m # n such that in the direct limit model M C1,...,Cn (truncated at Ord), for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the strictly i-measurable cardinals are precisely the elements ofĈ i . Theorem 6.7. Suppose that C 1 ⊇ C 2 ⊇ · · · ⊇ C n are class clubs of uncountable cardinals such that C i is Σ 1 -stable relative to C 1 , . . . , C i−1 for all 1 < i ≤ n. Then M C * 1 ,...,C * n (obtained as in Theorem 6.6) is contained in L[C 1 , . . . , C n ]. Theorem 6.8. For all n < ω, if m # n+1 exists, then m # n is in the stable core. Proof. By Proposition 2.3, for i ≥ 1, the stable core can define class clubs C i of strong limit cardinals α such that H α ≺ Σi V . In particular, each C i is Σ 1 -stable relative to C 1 , . . . , C i−1 . Fix some n < ω. If m # n+1 exists, then by Theorem 6.7, M C * 1 ,...,C * n+1 is contained in the stable core, and so in particular, the stable core has m # n .
7. Characterizing models L[C 1 , . . . , C n ]
In this section, we will generalize Welch's arguments in [Wel19] to show that, in the presence of many measurable cardinals, models L[C 1 , . . . , C n ], where C 1 ⊇ C 2 ⊇ · · · ⊇ C n are class clubs of uncountable cardinals such that C i is Σ 1 -stable relative to C 1 , . . . , C i−1 , are truncations to Ord of forcing extensions of an iterate of the mouse m # n via a full support product of Prikry forcings.
In [Fuc05] , Fuchs defined, given a discrete set D of measurable cardinals, a Prikry-type forcing P D to singularize them all, as follows. For every α ∈ D, we fix a normal measure µ α on α with respect to which the forcing P D will be defined. Conditions in P D are pairs h, H such that H is a function on D with H(α) ∈ µ α and h is a function on D with finite support such that h(α) ∈ [α] <ω is a finite sequence of elements of α below the least element of H(α) and above all β ∈ D with β < α. Extension is defined by (h, H) ≤ (f, F ) if for all α ∈ D, H(α) ⊆ F (α), h(α) end-extends f (α), and h(α) \ f (α) ⊆ F (α). Note that the first coordinate of the pair has finite support while the second coordinate has full support so that the forcing is a mix of a finite support and a full support-product. It is not difficult to see that the Magidor iteration of Prikry forcing for a discrete sequence D of measurable cardinals is equivalent to P D . For the definition and properties of the Magidor iteration see Section 6 of [Git10] .
Theorem 7.1 (see [Fuc05] ). The forcing P D has the |D| + -cc, preserves all cardinals, and preserves all cofinalities not in D.
The forcing P D also has the Prikry property, namely, given a condition (h, H) ∈ P D and a sentence ϕ of the forcing language, there is a condition (h, H * ) deciding ϕ such that for every α ∈ D, H * (α) ⊆ H(α) (see [Git10] Section 6 for details).
For an ordinal λ, let D <λ be D λ and D ≥λ be the rest of D. The forcing P D factors as P D <λ × P D ≥λ .
Proof. It suffices to see that P D ≥λ cannot add g over V [f λ]. Letġ be a P D ≥λ -name for g so that 1 P D ≥λ ġ :γ →V γ . By the Prikry property of P D ≥λ , for every x ∈ V γ and α < γ, there is some condition (∅, H x,α ) deciding whetherġ(α) =x. There are less than κ many such conditions, where κ is the least measurable cardinal in D greater than or equal to λ. Thus, we can intersect all the measure one sets on each coordinate of H x,α to obtain a condition (∅, H) below all of the (∅, H x,α ). Clearly (∅, H) decidesġ.
Fuchs showed that the forcing P D has a Mathias-like criterion for establishing when a collection of sequences is generic for it.
We will now give the technical set-up for the forcing construction that we want to perform over iterates of the mice m # n . Let ZFC − I be the theory consisting of ZFC − together with the assertion that there is a largest cardinal κ and that it is inaccessible, namely κ is regular and for every α < κ, P (α) exists and has size smaller than κ. Note that, in particular, V α exists in models of ZFC − I for all ordinals α ≤ κ. Natural models of ZFC − I are H κ + for an inaccessible cardinal κ. The theory ZFC − I is bi-interpretable with the secondorder class set theory KM + CC, Kelley-Morse set theory (KM) together with the Class Choice Principle (CC) [Mar73] . Models of Kelley-Morse are two-sorted of the form V = (V, ∈, C), with V consisting of the sets, C consisting of classes, and ∈ being a membership relation between sets as well as between sets and classes. The axioms of Kelley-Morse are ZFC together with the following axioms for classes: extensionality, existence of a global well-order class, class replacement asserting that every class function restricted to a set is a set, and comprehension for all second-order assertions. The Class Choice Principle CC is a scheme of assertions, which asserts for every second-order formula ϕ(x, X, Y ) that if for every set x, there is a class X such that ϕ(x, X, Y ) holds, then there is a single class Z choosing witnesses for every set x, in the sense that ϕ(x, Z x , Y ) holds for every set x, where The bi-interpretability of the two theories was used by Antos and Friedman in [AF18] to develop a theory of hyperclass forcing over models of KM + CC. A hyperclass forcing over a model V = (V, ∈, C) |= KM + CC is a partial order on a sub-collection of C that is definable over V . Suppose that G is P-generic for a Theorem 7.5 (Welch [Wel19] ). The model M [Card] is a class forcing extension of M by the class forcing P D . Equivalently, the second-order model (M C [Card] , ∈, C * ) is a hyperclass-forcing extension of (M, ∈, C) by the hyperclass forcing P D .
Indeed, it is not difficult to see that the function f cannot be added by any set forcing over M (or equivalently, cannot be added by any class forcing over M C ).
Theorem 7.6. In the notation of Theorem 7.5, f is not set-generic over M . Equivalently, f is not class-generic over the second-order model (M C [f ], ∈, C).
Proof. Consider the regressive function g with domain D defined by g(α) = min(f (α)). If g 0 is any regressive function in M on D then by genericity, g dominates g 0 at all but finitely many elements of D. But if P is any set-forcing of M , P has size at most Ord in M , and therefore we will argue that P cannot add such a dominating function. Let {p ξ | ξ ∈ Ord} be a listing of the elements of P in which every element of P appears cofinally often. Letġ be a P-name for a regressive function on D. For every ξ ∈ Ord, choose a condition p * ξ extending p ξ that decidesġ(α ξ ) = β ξ , where α ξ is the ξ-th element of D. Define g 0 (α ξ ) = β ξ + 1. Then any condition p ξ in P has an extension forcing g 0 (α ξ ) >ġ(α ξ ). Since every p ∈ P appears in our listing cofinally often, for every ξ < κ, every p ∈ P has an extension forcing g 0 (α ξ ) >ġ(α ξ ), which means thatġ cannot be forced to dominate all regressive g 0 on D in M on a final segment of D.
We will need to make use of the following theorem. Suppose that m # 2 exists and C 1 ⊇ C 2 are class clubs of uncountable cardinals such that C 2 is Σ 1 -stable relative to C 1 . Let M be the (untruncated) iterate of m # 2 constructed as in the proof of Theorem 6.4 for the clubs C * 1 and C * 2 consisting of the limit points of C 1 and C 2 respectively. With this set-up, we get the following generalization of Welch's theorem.
Theorem 7.8. The model M [C 1 , C 2 ] is a forcing extension of M by the class forcing iteration P D2 * Ṗ D1 , where D i , for i = 1, 2, is the class of strictly i-measurable cardinals. The iteration P D2 * Ṗ D1 is equivalent to the product P D2 × P D1 . Moreover, M C * 1 ,C * 2 [C 1 , C 2 ] = L[C 1 , C 2 ], and the latter is then the first-order part of a hyperclass-forcing extension of the resulting Kelley-Morse model.
Proof. First, observe that the 2-step iteration P D2 * Ṗ D1 makes sense over M because both D 1 and D 2 are discrete sets of measurable cardinals and after we force with P D2 and singularize all measurable cardinals in D 2 , every cardinal in D 1 remains measurable by Theorem 7.7. For every measurable cardinal α ∈ M , let µ α be the normal measure on α arising from the iteration. Since no µ α concentrates on measurable cardinals (otherwise α would have Mitchell order 2), by Theorem 7.7, every measurable cardinal α ∈ D 1 has in M [f 2 ] a normal measureμ α generated by µ α . Let P D1 and P D2 be defined with respect to the measures µ α , and let P D1 = (Ṗ D1 ) f2 be defined with respect to the measuresμ α .
Let f 1 be the function on the elements α ofĈ * 1 such that f 1 (α) is the ω-sequence of elements of C 1 limiting up to α. Let f 2 be the function on the elements α of C * 2 such that f 2 (α) is the ω-sequence of elements of C 2 limiting up to α. The arguments in [Wel19] already verify that f 2 satisfies the Mathias criterion for P D2 and f 1 satisfies the Mathias criterion for P D1 , the Prikry forcing for D 1 defined over M . Indeed, we will now argue that P D1 densely embeds intoP D1 . Since class forcing notions with set-sized antichains which densely embed produce the same forcing extensions (see [HKS18] ), we will be able to assume without loss that we are actually forcing with P D1 .
It suffices to argue that for every function F on D 1 in M [f 2 ] such that F (α) ∈ µ α , there is a function F * ∈ M such that F * (α) ∈ µ α and F * (α) ⊆ F (α) for every α ∈ D 1 . LetḞ be a P D2 -name for F such that 1 P D 2 forces thatḞ (α) ∈μ α for every measurable α (this requires mixing names). We will argue in M , by induction on β ≤ Ord, that we can define cohering functions f β on D 1 β such that f β (α) ∈ µ α and 1 P D 2 f β (α) ⊆Ḟ (α) for every α ∈ D 1 β. Suppose inductively that we can construct f γ for γ < β as required. Let's argue that we can construct f β . If β is a limit ordinal, then f β is just the union of the f γ . So suppose that β = β * + 1 and assume that F is defined at β * because otherwise there is nothing to prove. Observe that F β must be added by P D2 <β by Proposition 7.2. Since β * ∈ C 1 cannot be a limit of elements of C 2 , P D2 <β must have size λ < β * . Letḟ be a P D2 <β -name for F β such that 1 P D 2 ḟ =Ḟ β. For every condition p ∈ P D2 <β , if p forces that some A ∈ µ β * is contained inḟ (β * ), then choose some such A p . Since there are at most λ-many such sets A p ∈ µ β * and λ < β * , we can intersect them all to obtain a set A ∈ µ β * such that 1 P D 2<β Ǎ ⊆ḟ (β * ). It follows that f β defined to extend f β * with f β (β * ) = A satisfies our requirements.
This completes the argument that P D1 densely embeds intoP D1 . The argument also shows that f 1 meets the Mathias criterion forP D1 because it met the Mathias criterion for P D1 over M and every sequence of measure one sets from M [f 2 ] can be thinned out on each coordinate to a sequence of measure one sets which exists in M . Thus, f 1 is M [f 2 ]-generic forP D1 .
Finally, by Theorem 7.1, forcing withP D1 preserves the inaccessibility of Ord in M [f 2 ], so that we can form the hyperclass forcing extension of the Kelley-Morse model whose first-order part is M C * 1 ,C * 2 and the first-order part of the forcing extension is then the model M C * 1 ,C * 2 [f 2 ][f 1 ] = M C * 1 ,C * 2 [C 1 , C 2 ]. Using Theorem 6.5, it is clear that M C * 1 ,C * 2 [C 1 , C 2 ] = L[C 1 , C 2 ]. The characterization easily generalizes to n-many clubs C 1 , . . . , C n . Suppose that m # n exists and C 1 ⊇ C 2 ⊇ . . . ⊇ C n are clubs of uncountable cardinals such that C i is Σ 1 -stable relative to C 1 , . . . , C i−1 for all 1 < i ≤ n. Let M be the (untruncated) iterate of m # n constructed as usual for the clubs C * 1 , . . . , C * n consisting of the limit points of the clubs C 1 , . . . , C n respectively.
Theorem 7.9. The model M [C 1 , . . . , C n ] is a forcing extension of M by the class forcing iteration P Dn * · · · * Ṗ D1 , where D i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is the class of strictly i-measurable cardinals. The iteration P Dn * · · · * Ṗ D1 is equivalent to the product P Dn × · · · × P D1 . Moreover, M C * is then the first-order part of a hyperclass-forcing extension of the resulting Kelley-Morse model.
Theorem 7.6 also generalizes to show that such an extension cannot be obtained by a set forcing over M (or equivalently a class forcing over M C * 1 ,...,C * n ).
Open Questions
The article did not answer several difficult questions about the structure of the stable core. In Sections 3 and 4, we showed how to code information into the stable core over small canonical inner models using the fact that these models must be contained in the stable core so that we can use them for decoding. In a very recent work Friedman showed that there is a large cardinal notion below a Woodin cardinal such that the stability predicate is definable over an iterate of a mouse with such a large cardinal. This immediately implies that we cannot code any set into the stable core and that there is a bound (below a Woodin cardinal) on the large cardinals that can exist in the stable core [Fri] . This leaves the following open questions regarding the structure of the stable core.
We still don't have a precise upper bound on the large cardinals that can exist in the stable core.
Question 1. Can the stable core have a measurable limit of measurable cardinals?
For HOD, we know that the HOD of HOD can be smaller than HOD and that any universe V is the HOD of a class forcing extension of itself.
Question 2. Can the stable core of the stable core be smaller than the stable core?
Question 3. When is V the stable core of an outer model? Finally, with regard to Section 7, we can ask whether the results there generalize to ω-many clubs.
Question 4. Is there a version of Theorem 7.9 for ω-many clubs?
